Inspired by individuality and excitement, the range of Estiara French Way Fragrances and Bodysprays are a symbol of fun with a skillful blend of sophistication. A selection of high-quality fragrances presented in attractive packaging. Pick your scent and fill your world with a statement that speaks of yourself and your enigma.
A scent which flamboyantly highlights a bouquet of sweet roses with a unique smoky finish. Stimulating and sensual.

TOP NOTE:
Black Pepper

HEART NOTE:
Rose, Vetiver

BASE NOTE:
Amber, Rosemary
A simply breathtaking fragrance with cedar and amber taking the limelight. The ultimate sweet woody scent with a calming saffron base.

TOP NOTE:
Jasmine, Saffron

HEART NOTE:
Amber wood

BASE NOTE:
Fir Resin, Cedar
A robust oriental fragrance with flamboyant notes of Black Rose, Vanilla and Oud. Intense and commanding.

TOP NOTE:
Saffron, Bitter Orange

HEART NOTE:
Black Rose, Jasmine

BASE NOTE:
Vanilla, Patchouli, Oud Wood, Amber
An oriental spicy fragrance with a mysterious allure, this scent is built around a musky center with a warm cinnamon top note and a soothing amber base.

TOP NOTE:
Aromatic accords

HEART NOTE:
White flowers

BASE NOTE:
Oakmoss musk ambroxan
A unique new presentation of Oud in a powerful scent that proudly displays oud with softer notes of patchouli, mandarin and rose.

TOP NOTE:
Rose, Mandarin, Patchouli

HEART NOTE:
pink peppers, leather accord

BASE NOTE:
Oud, cedar, vanilla
A versatile floral oriental scent which is suitable for both formal and casual occasions. A blend of soothing yet powerful notes of labdanum, patchouli and agarwood.
A masculine, spicy scent with a smoky base, Magnum present top notes of cardamom and pink peppercorn with a heart of sage.

TOP NOTE:
Spicy accords, violet leaves

HEART NOTE:
Cardamom, pink peppercorn, sage

BASE NOTE:
Vanilla, Tonka bean
La Fem odes the beautiful city of Paris with a nod to its modernity yet antiquity.

A sparkling scent of patchouli and pear inspired by romance.

TOP NOTE:
Pear, bergamot

HEART NOTE:
Datura, lavender, jasmine

BASE NOTE:
Patchouli, musk

La Fem odes the beautiful city of Paris with a nod to its modernity yet antiquity.
The beauty and aura of the Mediterranean is bottled in Savannah.

A lovely and modern blend of citrus and fruits with a warm amber and patchouli base.

TOP NOTE:
Citrus accords

HEART NOTE:
Red fruits, Neroli

BASE NOTE:
Amber, patchouli, Vanilla

The beauty and aura of the Mediterranean is bottled in Savannah. A lovely and modern blend of citrus and fruits with a warm amber and patchouli base.
A woody spicy scent which refreshes with the citrus twist of lemon and cooling effect of mint. Ginger and Cardamom add the perfect blend of spice.

TOP NOTE:
Lemon, Ginger, Lavender, Mint

HEART NOTE:
Apple, Geranium, Cardamom, Juniper

BASE NOTE:
Vetiver, Tonka bean, Amberwood
Just like savoring a fresh fruit basket in the summer, Sevafina is a feminine scent with sweet fruit interlaced with romantic florals.

**TOP NOTE:**
Strawberry, Apple, Pear, Raspberry

**HEART NOTE:**
Rose, Jasmine, Peony, Orange Blossom

**BASE NOTE:**
Musk, Patchouli, Ambroxan
AFRICAN MIX

POUR HOMME

TOP NOTE:
Bergamot, Mandarin, Pink Pepper

HEART NOTE:
Sage, Pimento, Lavender

BASE NOTE:
Cashmere, Cedar, Coffee

Warm and woody with a dash Oriental citrus through Bergamot and Mandarin. African Mix brings the warmth and adventure of the safari!
SECRET PASSION

A fragrance you won’t want to hide. Secret Passion is an addictive scent with a seductive blend of exotic notes.

TOP NOTE:
Lemon, Bitter Orange

HEART NOTE:
Rose, Jasmine, Tonka bean

BASE NOTE:
Sandalwood, Tolu Almond, Vanilla
A clean fresh scent with bright citrus notes of grapefruit and bergamot, Red is Black is the everyday fragrance for the man on the go!

TOP NOTE:
Bergamot, Grapefruit, Mandarin, Lemon, Red Fruit

HEART NOTE:
Geranium, Lavender, Patchouli, Vetiver

BASE NOTE:
Cedar, Precious woods, Labdanum, Amber
The bold fusion of wild citrus, mystical incense and spicy, crushed cardamom. This fresh yet fiery scent is perfect for the man who loves contradictions.

TOP NOTE:
Bergamot, Mandarin, Lemon, Cardamom

HEART NOTE:
Neroli, Rosemary, Lavender

BASE NOTE:
Leather, Incense, Tonka bean
NEW RANGE OF ESTIARA FRENCHWAY

BODYSPRAYS FOR MEN & WOMEN
Experience the new range of Intense fragrances by Estiara